The effect of signal-frequency uncertainty on comodulation masking release.
The aim of this study was to examine whether the scheme of across-frequency comparison underlying comodulation masking release (CMR) is sensitive to the placement of the signal in the array of comodulating bands. This was addressed using the paradigm of signal-frequency uncertainty. In the first experiment, maskers were constructed of linearly spaced sinusoidally amplitude-modulated tones, and the signal was a pure tone presented at one of five frequencies. A small uncertainty effect was observed for the noncomodulated masker, but no significant effect was observed for the comodulated masker. In the second experiment, the maskers were constructed of logarithmically spaced noise bands, and the signal was a pure tone presented at one of seven frequencies. In these conditions, an uncertainty effect was observed in both noncomodulated and comodulated maskers, which was larger than that observed in experiment 1. The results were interpreted as indicating that the mechanism of across-frequency comparison underlying CMR is sensitive to signal location.